Total pitch error GTf /1000 ≤ 0.200 mm.

- Milled teeth and induction hardened
- Material C45
- Backside machined, profile blasted

Further information see page ZA–13.
ATLANTA-Quality 10

Total pitch error GTf /1000 \( \leq 0.200 \) mm.

- Milled teeth and induction hardened
- Material C45
- Backside machined, profile blasted

Mounting racks, see page ZF-2.

To achieve precision rack joints, we recommend our patented rack assembly kit, see page ZF-4.

For lubrication of racks & pinions, we recommend our automatic lubrication systems, see page ZE-1.

For the calculation and selection of the rack & pinion drive, see page ZD-1.

Screws for rack mounting, see page ZF-3.